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Or, does is merely add more of the same thing being said? When you begin to write your literature review
section, you'll be glad you dug deeper into how the research was designed and constructed because it
establishes a means for developing more substantial analysis and interpretation of the research problem. Say
you were trying to convey the debates on European migration policy, you might want to start by writing
something along these lines: "While scholars such as X argue that migration policies must be made more
stringent to counteract the increased flow of Syrian refugees to Europe, other scholars such as Y offer a
divergent perspective. Or the review might focus on the fundraising impact of the Internet on a particular
political party. Read them to get a sense of the types of themes you might want to look for in your own
research or to identify ways to organize your final review. Dissertation literature review If the literature review
is part of your thesis or dissertation, show how your research addresses gaps and contributes new knowledge,
or discuss how you have drawn on existing theories and methods to build a framework for your research.
Sources in your literature review do not clearly relate to the research problem; You do not take sufficient time
to define and identify the most relevent sources to use in the literature review related to the research problem;
Relies exclusively on secondary analytical sources rather than including relevant primary research studies or
data; Uncritically accepts another researcher's findings and interpretations as valid, rather than examining
critically all aspects of the research design and analysis; Does not describe the search procedures that were
used in identifying the literature to review; Reports isolated statistical results rather than synthesizing them in
chi-squared or meta-analytic methods; and, Only includes research that validates assumptions and does not
consider contrary findings and alternative interpretations found in the literature. Does it forge a new path? The
few attempts that have been made have tended to focus on evaluating the process rather than the outcomes e.
What is your academic opinion on the text? Make your voice heard Yes, the whole point of the literature
review is to provide a critical analysis and summary of the viewpoints out there, but a critical analysis does
include the fact that you need to make your opinion known in the context of the literature. If there are many
similar studies, a strategy might be to discuss the most important ones and say that the results were confirmed
in many other studies. Do not make baseless claims, as a literature review is an academic piece of writing and
not an opinion piece. Point the way to further research on your topic. The critical evaluation of each work
should consider: Provenance -- what are the author's credentials? Identify new ways to interpret prior research.
Consider the following when assessing whether to include each work in your review of literature:
Qualifications: What are the author's credentials to make the judgments he or she has made? Step 4: Write
your literature review Like any other academic text, your literature review should have an introduction , a
main body, and a conclusion. Make a lot of notes, be critical, ask questions. Systematic Review This form
consists of an overview of existing evidence pertinent to a clearly formulated research question, which uses
pre-specified and standardized methods to identify and critically appraise relevant research, and to collect,
report, and analyze data from the studies that are included in the review. With this organisation it can help to
look at the citations your articles list in them, to see if there is one author that appears over and over. Below is
a detailed guide on how to do this: Think about the basic structure first Like any other academic paper, a
dissertation literature review will comprise a basic introduction, body, and conclusion. Use reporting verbs to
indicate Positive assessment advocate, argue, hold, see ; Neutral assessment address, cite, comment, look at ;
Tentative assessment allude to, believe, hypothesize, suggest ; or Critical assessment attack, condemn, object,
refute.


